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Introduction: Low-Aspect-Ratio Layered Ejecta 

(LARLE) craters are an unusual feature characterized 

by a thin but radially extensive deposit surrounding 

some Martian impact craters. LARLE craters are typi-

cally fresh enough to be surrounded by a normal lay-

ered ejecta morphology in 

addition to the extensive 

outer deposit (henceforth 

called the LARLE layer) 

(Fig. 1). LARLE deposits 

are characterized by extend-

ing much further than a 

normal layered ejecta blan-

ket (up to ~20 crater radii 

(Rc)) but being extremely 

thin (typically less than 10 

m). We propose that 

LARLE layers are primarily 

base surge deposits, like 

those developed in near-

surface nuclear and high-

explosion crater experiments 

conducted on land [1-4].  

Characteristics of LARLE Craters:  We have 

conducted a survey to identify all Martian LARLE cra-

ters 1-km-diameter in the 75 latitude zone  [5]. Our 

survey reveals 139 craters which satisfy the LARLE 

criteria of maximum deposit extent of 6.0 Rc, sinuous 

“flame-like” terminus, and inability to be classified as 

any other Martian ejecta morphology [6]. LARLE cra-

ters range in diameter from the cut-off limit of 1.0 km 

to 12.2 km, with a median of 2.8 km. Most (97%) are 

found poleward of 35N and 40S, with the remainder 

concentrated in the equatorial Medusae Fossae For-

mation deposits. All LARLE craters form in regions 

covered by relatively thick fine-grained mantles. The 

average radius of the LARLE deposit (Rd) shows a 

linear relationship with Rc and the median Rd is 7.44Rc. 

The outer perimeter of the LARLE deposit has a sinu-

osity about twice as high as normal layered ejecta de-

posits. The surfaces of the freshest LARLE layers 

commonly exhibit radial, curvilinear ridges and dune-

like landforms and a few fresh LARLE craters exhibit 

long, narrow, ray-like deposits of ejecta that extend 

outward for over 20 Rc. The LARLE deposit typically 

drapes over pre-existing terrain. 

Formation of LARLE Craters: The thinness, 

large radial extent, sinuous perimeter, and morphologic 

characteristics of the LARLE deposit indicate that this 

layer is deposited in a different manner from the nor-

mal Martian layered ejecta blankets. We propose that 

impact into the relatively-thick fine-grained mantles 

results in production of a base surge that is deposited 

after formation of the inner layered ejecta blankets. 

This base surge is similar to the density-driven, turbu-

lent cloud of suspended fine-grained particles produced 

by impact erosion and mobilization of the surrounding 

surface material by ejecta from shallow-depth-of-burst 

nuclear and high-explosion craters (Fig. 2). We have 

used the model 

of [7, 8], ad-

justed to Mar-

tian condi-

tions, to pre-

dict the run-

out distances 

of a base surge 

deposit for two 

LARLE cra-

ters (10.3 km 

Lonar and 4.2 

km Farim) and 

find the pre-

dicted runout 

distances are within 99% of the observed values [9, 

10]. We suggest that while nearly all Martian impact 

craters should produce base surges, the reason for the 

production of the obvious LARLE layers is due to their 

formation in relatively thick fine-grained sedimentary 

deposits which are the source of the extra particulate 

debris. 
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Figure 1. 10.3-km-

diameter Lonar crater 

(72.99N 38.30E) is 

one of the largest and 

youngest LARLE 

craters. 

Figure 2. Image of the Sedan nuclear 

explosion. Note the secondary im-

pacts producing the base surge cloud 

along the surface. 
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